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The concept of conflict quasi serializability has been introduced in [1]. A scheduler which
generates quasi serializable executions was given in [2J. In tllis paper, we study the generalized
quasi serializability theory: view quasi serializability and final-state quasi serializability. A brief
comparison between serializability and quasi serializability will also be given.
2 Notations
We assume that readers are familiar with the basic concepts and notations of serializability [5].
An MOBS consists of a set VI of data items and a set T of transactions. The data item set
V consists of n subsets, VI, v2, ... ,V n , called local databases. In tIllS paper, we assume that local
databases are disjoint. In other words, there is no replication at the global level. The transaction
set T consists of n + 1 subsets, V, £1' L2, ',., L nl where Li is a set of local transactions that access
Vi only, while V is a set of global transactions that access more than one local database. We use
L to denote the set of all local transactions, Ll U £2 U .. , U Ln. A global transaction Gj consists
of a set of subtransactions {G;,I,Gi,2, ... ,G;,n}, where the subtransaction Gi,j accesses Vj only,
The data item set Vi, together with the transaction set T; == £i U Vi where (ii == {Gj,i I Gj EO},
forms the local database system LDBSj •
A transaction T; is a partially ordered, finite set of operations. Each operation is either a 1'ead
operation reading a data item :1:, denoted 'ri(X), or a write operation writing a data item x, denoted
w;(x). We use n(T;) and WeT;) to denote the sets ohead and write operations ofTj , respectively,
and OCT;) == R(T;) U W(Ti) the set of all operations ofT;. We also use 01 == UTEcO(T) to denote
the set of all local operations.
Let 01 E neT) and 02 E WeT). We say that 02 depends on 01 (or there is value dependency
between 01 and 02) if 01 precedes 02 in the partial order. The interpretation of value dependency
between read and write operations is that the value written by the write operation may be a
function of the value read by the previous read operation.
A local execution EI in LDBSI is an interleaved sequence of operations of transactions in 'Ii,
't/01 ,02 E OCT), if 01 precedes 02 in the partial order of T it must also precede 02 in E/. In
particular, 01 must precede 02 in EI if 02 depends on 01. The order in which operations are
executed in E/ is called the execution order of E1 and is denoted as -<E/,
A global execution E in an MOBS consists of a set of local executions, E == {E1 , E 2 , ...,En },
where EI is the local execution at LOBS/. The execution order of E is the sum of all local
execution orders, denoted as -<E== ur=l -<Bl.
lIn tile paper, we use italic letters lo denote instances, in pa.rlicular, lower case for data items and upper case
Cor transactions, calligraphic letters to denote sets, and Roman letters to denote acronyms.
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Let OJ E 'R.(Ti ) and OJ E W(Tj) be two operations in a global execution E, where T; :f Tjo
We say that 0;: reads x from OJ in E if they both access data item x, OJ -<s OJ and OJ is the last
operation updating x before 0; in the corresponding local execution. We also say that T; reads x
from OJ and Tj.
3 View Quasi Serializability
3.1 View Quasi Serializable Executions
Given a global execution E, its read from graph, RFG(E) =< V,Ar >, is a directed graph
defined as follows. The set of vertices V is the set of all operations in E, plus all operations in
the "pseudotransaction" Go which writes the initial values of all data items, and Gco which reads
the final results of the execution of E. The set of arcs A r is defined as follows:
A r = {(OJ, OJ) I 0;: E 'R.(Ti) ,OJ E W(Tj), where T j I: Tj, and 0; reads from OJ}
The value dependency graph of E, VDG(E) =< V,A" >, is a directed graph, where
A. = ((v"v,) Iv, E W(T),v, E 'R(T) and v, -<E v,}.
Given two global executions E and E ' of the same set of transactions, we say that E is view
convertible to E' if and only jf
• RFG(E) = RFG(E'); and
• VDG(E) <;; VDG(E').
The intuitive interpretation of view convertibility from one execution to another is that the
semantics of the former is totally preserved in the latter. The first condition guarantees that each
transaction reads the same values in E f as in E, while the second condition says that all value
dependency of transactions in E is preserved in E f • Since the execution order of E reflects all
value dependency of related transactions, E and E f are computationally equivalent. Hence, if we
consider E f as a correct execution, so does E. Note that the reverse may not be true because
some value dependency that are correctly supported in E f may not be preserved in E.
Example 3.1 Consider a banking database system. Suppose that a custome7' wants to deposit
$100 to account a and check the balance of account b. The request can be implemented as follows.
E, ,,,'·(a)w(a)'(b)...




Note thot VDG(E) = {(T(a),w(a))} C V DG(E') = {(T(a), w(a)), (T(b), w(a))}.
Definition 3.1 (View Quasi Serial Executions) A global execution E = fE I ,.&:2, ... ,En} is
view quasi serial if
• each local execut£on is view serializablej and
• there exists a total ordering over 9 such that 'r/G;,Gj E 9 and Gi preceding OJ in the
ordering, 0; -<El OJ in EI for all 0; E O(Gd and OJ E CJ(Gj) (1 ::; l ::; n).
Definition 3.2 (View Quasi Serializable Executions (VQSR» A global execution is view
quasi serializable if it is view convertible to a view quasi serial execution.
Example 3.2 Consider global execution E l • where
E, = { w,,(a)w,,(b)w,,(a)TI,(a)r,,(b)wl,(a)
W91 (x)Tn {X)
E1 is view quasi serializable. It is view convertible to Ef, where
Ef = { w"(a)r"(a)w,,,(a)w,,(b),,,(b)w,,(a)
W91 (x)T92 (X)
It is not hard to see that E 1 is not view serializable.
3.2 View Quasi Serializability Theorem
The main difference between serializability and quasi serlalizability is that global and local trans-
actions are treated differently in the latter. Since quasi serializability is a correctness criterion for
global concurrency control in MDDSs, it focuses on interactions among global transactions. More
specifically, in quasi serializability theory, interactions are modeled at transaction level for global
transactions and at operation level for local transactions_
Definition 3.3 (View Quasi Serialization Graph (VQSG» A view quasi serialization graph
of global execution E is a polygraph VQSG(E) =< V, A, C >, where V = gUOI is a set of vertices,
A is a set of arcs defined as follows:
• Vv,-, Vj E V, (Vi, Vi) E A if(Vi, Vj) E Av(E) (Vi and Vj are operations of a local transaction);
• 'r/Vi, Vi E V, (Vi, Vi) E A if Vi reads from Vi (Vi and Vj G1'e either local operaUons or global
subtransactions),
and C is a set of choices defined as follows:
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'rIVi, Vj, VI. E V, (Vi, Vk, Vj) E C if Vi reads x from Vj and Vk writes x
The sets A and C are completely defined once we have read from relation of the execution and
value dependency of transactions. Thus, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 VQSG(E) ~ VQSG(E') if E is view convertible to E'.
Proof: Since VeE) = V(E1), we only need to show that A(E) ~ A(E1 ) and C(E) ~ C(E1 )
(1). A(E) >; A(E')
'rI(Vi,Vj) E A(E), let us consider the following two cases.
Case 1 Vi E neT) and Vj E WeT) for T E £ and Vi -<E Vj. By the definition of view convertibility,
Vi -<E' Vj. Therefore, (Vi,Vj) E A(E').
Case 2 Vj reads from Vi in E. Then there exist 0i, OJ such that OJ reads framoi in E, where OJ = Vj
if Vi is a local operation and 0i E O(Vi) otherwise, and OJ = Vj if Vj is a local operation and
OJ E O(Vj) otherwise, Since R(E) = R(E'), OJ also reads fram 0,- in E'. Thus, Vj reads from
Vi in E' and therefore (Vi,Vj) E A(E1).
(2). C(E) >; C(E')
V(Vi, Vk, Vj) E C(E), where Vi reads x from Vj and VI. writes x in E. Similar to Case 2, there
exist 0i and OJ such that 0,- reads x from OJ. Since RFG(E) = RFG(E1), Oi also reads x from OJ
in E'. Therefore Vi reads x from Vj in E'. In other words, (Vi, vI., Vj) E C(E'). 0
Lemma 3.2 VQSG(E) is acyclic if E is view quasi serial.
Proof: Given a view quasi serial execution E, let us first transform VQSG(E) to a directed
graph. 'rI(Vi,Vk,Vj) E C(E), we replace the choice by (Vi,Vk) if Vi -<8 vI., and (Vj,Vk) otherwise.
Note that Vj -<E VI. in the latter case. It is impossible for VI. to follow Vi but precede Vj in
E because Vi reads from Vj in E. Let the directed graph be VQSGd(E). For each (v,-,Vj) in
VQSGd(E), Vi -<E Vj. We next show that VQSGd(E) is acyclic.
First, there is no cycle in VQSGd(E) which contains more than one global transaction. This
is true because global transactions are e:x:ecuted sequentially in E. Therefore, each cycle in
VQSGd(E) is local, Le., contains operations in a single local execution only. However, this is also
impossible because all local executions are view serializable. 0
Theorem 3.1 (View Quasi Serializability Theorem) A global execution E is view quasi se-
rializable if each local execution is view serializable and VQSG(E) is acyclic.
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Proof: (only if) Given a. global execution E, suppose that E is view quasi serializable. By
Definition 3.2, each local execution is view serializable. In addition, there exists a view quasi
serial execution E' to which E is view convertible. By Lemma 3.1, VQSG(E) ~ VQSG(E' ). By
Lemma 3.2, VQSG(E' ) is acyclic, and so is VQSG(E).
(if) Suppose that VQSG(E) is acyclic. In other words, by replacing each choice (Vi,Vk,Vj)
of VQSG(E) with one of the arcs (Vi,Vk) and (Vk,Vj), we may get an acyclic directed graph
VQSGd(E). VVi, Vj E V, if Vj reads from or depends on Vi in E chen arc (Vi,Vj) is in VQSGd(E).
Let Vil' vi2' "', Vim be a topologic sort of VQSGd(E). For each local execution E I, we define
Ef to be the projection of global subtransactions and local operations of E/ on Vi l Vi2 , ..vim • More
specifically, E{ is constructed by removing all local and global operations from Vi
1
Vi2 ...vim that
are not in E/.
We now show that E{ is view convertible to E{. First, V(Oi, OJ) E .Ar(E), 3Vi,Vj E V where
Vi (Vj) is OJ (OJ) if it is a local operation and corresponding global sub transaction otherwise.
According to Definition 3.3, (Vj,Vj) E.A. Therefore, Vj precedes Vj in Ef. Since Vj reads from Vi,
,lIvk such that Vi --<E' Vk and Vk --<s' Vj. In other words, Vj reads from Vi, and hence OJ reads from, ,
0; in El. Similarly, we can prove that RFG(E' ) ~ RFG(E) and VDG(EJ) ~ VDG(Ef).
Let E' == {E{,E2,··.,E~}. Then E is view convertible to E'. Since each local execution is
view serializable and E' is view quasi serial, E is view quasi serializable. 0
4 Final-State Quasi Serializability
If we ignore the view seen by each transaction in an execution, quasi serializability can be further
generalized, resulting in final-state quasi serializability. Let us first introduce some notions.
Given a global execution E, its dependency graph D(E) == < V,A d > is a direct graph, where
V is the same as that in read from graph and .Ad is defined as follows .
.Ad == {(Vi,Vj) IVi,Vj E V, and Vi either reads from or depends on Vi}
Let V' == {v I v E V, and 3voo E O(Goo ) such that (v,voo ) E D-(E)p. Then V' consists of
only those operations whose effects can be seen by the final read "pseudotransaction ll Goo. The
read from and value dependency graphs for V' is defined as follows.
RFGJ(E) ==< V',.A~ >, where A~ = {(ViIVj) IVi,Vj E V' and (Vi,Vj) E .Ar }
VDGf(E) ==< V', V~ >, where A~ == {(Vi,Vj) IVi,Vj E V' and (Vi,Vj) E A,,}
Given two global executions E and E ' , we say that E is final-state convertible to E ' if and
only if
2D·(E) stands for t]le transitive closure of D(E)
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• RFGJ(E) = RFGJ(E'); and
• VDGJ(E) £; V DGJ(E').
That E is final-state convertible to E' means that E transforms the database from an initial
state to the same final state as E' does.
Definition 4.1 (Final~StateQuasi Serial Executions) A global executionE = {El,E~2, ... ,En}
is final-state quasi serial if
• each local execution is final-state serializable; and
• there exists a total ordering over g such that \lGi,Oj E g and Gj preceding Gj in the
ordering, OJ -<Bl OJ in Ej for all OJ E 0(0;) and OJ E O(Oj) (1 $[ ::; n).
Definition 4.2 (Final-State Quasi Serializable Executions) A global execution is final-state
quasi seriaLizable if it is final-state converlible to a final-state quasi sel-ial execution.
Example 4.1 (Final-State Quasi Serializable execution) Consider execution E2 , where
{
w,,(a)rr,(a)w,,(bh,(b)wl,(a)w,,(b) at V,
E2 = wy2(x)r9j (x)wy1(Y)Wg1 (z)ry2 (z)w/2(z) at V 2
E2 is final-state quasi serializable. It is final·state convertible lo E~J where
, {W92 (b)Wgj (a)rIJ (a)T/J (b)w/t (a)wgj (b) at VIE 2 =
Wg2 (X )r92 (Z)Tgj (x )W9t (Y)Wgt (Z)WI2(Z) al1J2
However, E 2 is not final-state serializable.
Definition 4.3 (Final-State Quasi Serialization Graph (FQSG)) A final-state quasi seri-
alization graph of global execution E is a polygraph FQSG(E) =< V,A,C >, where V = g U 01
is the set of vertices, A is the set of arcs defined as follows:
• \fvi,Vj E v, (Vj,Vj) E A i/(vj,vj) E A~(E);
• 'r/Vi,Vj E V, (Vj, Vi) E A if30j,oj, such that (OJ,Oi) E A~(E), where o;(Oj) = v;(Vj) ifv;(vj)
is a local operation and Oi(Oj) E O(v;)(O(Vj)) otherwise.
and C is a set of choices defined as follows:
\fUj, Vj, Vk E V, (Vi, Vk, Vj) E C if Vk writes:1:, and 30i, OJ, such that OJ reads x from oj,
where Oi(Oj) = v,.(Vj) ifvi(vj) is a local operation and Oi(Oj) E O(v;)(O(Vj)) otherwise.
Similar to the view quasi serializability theorem, we have
Theorem 4.1 (Final-State Quasi Serializability Theorem) A global execution E is final.
state quasi serializable if and only if each local execution is final-state serializable and FQSG(E)
is acyclic.
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5 Relationships to Serializability
Comparisons between quasi serializability and serializability in this section are based on their
inclusiveness only. Generally speaking, qUa.'>i serlalizability is a more general notion. The set-
theoretic difference is shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let GSR, VSR and FSR be the sets of global executions that are conflict, view
and final-state serializable respectively, and let CQSR, VQSR and FQSR be the sets of global
executions that are conflict, view and final-state quasi serializable respectively. Then we have:
1. CSR c VSR c FSR
2. CQSR c VQSR c FQSR
3. CSR c CQSR
4. VSRcVQSR
5. FSR c FQSR
6. CQSR It VSR
7. CQSR It FSR
8. VQSR It FSR
9. VSRItCQSR
10. FSR It CQSR
11. FSR It VQSR
Example 5.1 Let E1 and E2 be the global executions in Example 3.2 and Example 4.1, respec-
tively. As indicated in Hgure 1, E, E (VQSR - (VSR U CQSR)) and E, E (FQSR - (FSR U
VQSR)).





E, = { wl,(a)r,,(a)w,,(b)r,,(c)w,,(d)rl,(c)wl,(c)
W!ll (x )Tg2 (X )W!l2 (Y)W!l2 (Z)T!ll (z)wh(z)










Figure 1: Relationships Between SR and QSR
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